Recently Added Audio Books - August
The Whole-brain child
by Daniel Siegele
In this pioneering, practical
book for parents,
neuroscientist Daniel J. Siegel
and parenting expert Tina
Payne Bryson explain the
new science of how a child's
brain is wired and how it
matures.

Faithless in
death: an Eve
Dallas novel
by J.D. Robb

Shadows in
death: an Eve
Dallas novel
by J.D. Robb

Golden in death:
an Eve Dallas
novel
by J.D. Robb

Forgotten in
death: an Eve
Dallas novel
by J.D. Robb

A Change in Altitude
by Anita Shreve
Newlyweds Margaret and Patrick join
a climbing expedition to Mount Kenya, and during
their harrowing ascent, a horrific accident occurs.

Killer Smile
by Lisa Scottoline
Young lawyer Mary
DiNunzio realizes
that her latest
case, involving a
World War II
internment camp
suicide, may have
deadly modern-day
ties.

Recently Added Audio Books - July
Burnt Mountain
by
Anne Siddons
Thayer Wentworth
marries an Irish
professor and moves
into her deceased
grandmother's house
in Atlanta.

Up Island
by Anne Siddons
Raised on and instilled
with traditional American
values, Molly Bell Redwine
becomes distraught when
her family life comes
crashing down.

Salvation in Death
by J. D. Robb
"The priest at a Catholic
funeral mass brings the
chalice to his lips--and falls
over dead.

The Girls of August
by Anne Siddons
Every August, four women
would gather together to
spend a week at the beach,
renting a new house each
year.

The No. 1 Ladies' Detective Agency
by Alexander Mccall Smith
The No. 1 Ladies Detective Agency series tells
the story of the delightfully cunning and
enormously engaging Precious Ramotswe,
who is drawn to her profession to “help
people with problems in their lives.”

A Cup of Silver Linings
by Karen Hawkins
Just as Ava Dove's new
tearoom is set to open, her
herbal teas have gone wonky.

July continued
Aunt Dimity and the
Family Tree

No Ordinary
Time : Franklin
& Eleanor
Roosevelt : the
home front in
World War II

by Nancy Atherton
Moving furniture, strange
sounds, and the theft of a
painting prompt Lori to
call on her Aunt Dimity's
otherworldly help.

by
Goodwin, Doris
Kearns

Aunt Dimity Slays the Dragon
by Nancy Atherton
After living in the small English
village of Finch for eight years,
Lori Shepherd longs for some
excitement to spice up her alltoo-familiar routine.

This Country:
my life
in politics and
history
by
Matthews, Chris

Aunt Dimity and the Village Witch
by Nancy Atherton
At first glance, the unassuming
Mrs. Amelia Thistle is a
disappointment to the villagers of
Finch, but Lori Shepherd isn't
fooled by the new arrival's bland
persona.

Journalist Chris
Matthews charts his
political odyssey,
offering a portrait of
post-World War II
America through the
story of his life and
career.

Aunt Dimity Down Under
by Nancy Atherton
Lori Shepherd is bereft when
she learns that her beloved
neighbors, Ruth and Louise
Pym, may be dying.

